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Abstract
While quantum computer algorithms threaten the future of classical cryptography, One–time pads can still offer security even in the presence of key cracking quantum computers, but the key distribution problem would have to be overcome. In a beautiful irony, quantum computers may break current cryptography but quantum mechanics also offer hope to cryptography in quantum key distribution.

Introduction
For many centuries, cryptography has been, and will continue to be used for protection of information and enabling of secret communications, for both individuals and states.
The earliest forms of cryptography used a simple mono-alphabetic substitution changing a single letter for another for each letter of the alphabet. This simple form of encryption is easily broken by cryptanalysts employing frequency analysis. As cryptographers developed new and stronger methods for encrypting, the time taken to “break” the encryption increased. Cryptography was winning the battle but during the Second World War, development of a “universal Turing machine” (the forerunner of the modern computer) by Alan Turing, at Bletchley Park, and utilising the cryptanalysis work of Pole Marian Rjewski enabled the British to read the German Enigma communications, the battle was over, literally. The next 50 years saw the computer develop into the machine most of us have sitting on our desktops today, each year becoming smaller and faster. The requirement of secure communications now supports, not only governments and individuals, but also a new revolution in commerce, e-commerce. New forms of cryptography have evolved to build this new world of; confidentiality, authentication, non-repudiation, and integrity, but while this work well in the here now, with the advent of the quantum computer on the horizon classical cryptography is threatened.
“In as soon as 10 years, the quantum computer could begin knocking down the increasingly vulnerable public-key systems that today are the security engines of the Internet.” – Mark Anderson.

Requirements of cryptography
Cryptography must ensure that the unaltered content of a communication is exposed only to the intended receiver(s) – integrity and confidentiality.

Some background
In order to appreciate the future of cryptography we need to explore its past, and expose the weaknesses, that have forced the advancement of cryptographic technology.

Symmetric encryption:
Early ciphers substituted each of the letters of the alphabet with another letter, eg. If each letter is shifted by three, \( a \rightarrow D, \ b \rightarrow E, \ldots\ s \rightarrow V \ldots \) you get the following:

- a simple message
- Becomes: D VLPSOH PHVVDJH

The key to this encrypted message is - the alphabet has been shifted by three letters, and that shifting back by three letters is the key to decrypting the message. Note that the key is the same to encrypt and decrypt and therefore must be secret to both the sender and receiver. Anyone with this knowledge can decrypt the message (confidentiality attack), or encrypt a message (misinformation, integrity attack). This is secret key or symmetric key cryptography, this example of a mono-alphabetic substitution cipher is known as a Caesar shift cipher, used by Julius Caesar in the Gallic wars 58 – 50 B.C.

A stronger form of encryption is a 26-alphabet matrix, the development of, credited to Blaise de Vigenère (born 1523) (Figure 1). Encrypting the message is achieved by the use of a key word, which must remain secret between the sender and receiver. The key determines which substituted alphabet is used to encrypt that letter, creating a polyalphabetic cipher text.

The encryption is performed as follows: The key word is written above the plain text repeatedly to cover the entire message, the letters in the key word indicate the cipher row to be used and the intercept of the plain text on this row produces a cipher letter, this process is then repeated for each letter of the key stream. eg. If the secret key word is SECRET, we get:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>SECRETSECRETSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plain text</td>
<td>asimplemessage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cipher text</td>
<td>SWKDTEWQJWTYI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Both these methods of encrypting are mono-alphabetic: the Caesar shift cipher, obviously so but the Vigenère cipher alphabets remain constant during the encryption process also; just different cipher alphabets are used for each letter of the key stream.

The Enigma machine (Figure 2) invented by Arthur Scherbius and Richard Ritter in 1918 and used by the Germans in the Second World War encrypted messages in a truly poly-alphabetic fashion.

The three rotating scramblers (seen at the top of Figure 2) would rotate separately after each keystroke effectively producing another cipher alphabet, the combination of alphabets for the three rotors totalled $26 \times 26 \times 26 = 17576$ alphabet combinations, (later machines used a four rotor encryption mechanism). In addition to the scrambler rotation the location and starting positions of the swappable scramblers, along with the wiring of letter pairs on the plug board is the key for the day’s encryptions. These settings were needed at each end of the communication.  

![Figure 1. A Vigenère square](image-url)
channel, and where distributed in a codebook. Since replicas of the Enigma machines where available to the Allied forces, having a codebook would allow the decryption of the communications.

Can you see where this is going, the strength of the cryptographic system relies on the security of the distributed secret keys not on the strength of the specific algorithms or encryption mechanisms. A fundamental assumption in cryptanalysis, first definitively stated by Dutch linguist, Auguste Kerckhoffs von Nieuwenhof in 1883, is that the secrecy must reside entirely in the key. 

For more information on cracking of the Enigma see David Kahn's book "Seizing The Enigma " or for a great Enigma emulator see Andy Carlson's enigma emulator.

Major Joseph Mauborgne and Gilbert Vernam in 1917 invented the one-time pad (Figure 3) a simple method of encrypting messages using a pad of random letters to encrypt the plain text, this is still a symmetrically encryption method, as the one-time pads are the same at both ends of the communication channel, therefore must remain secret. An important caveat is that the random string of key letters must not be repeated or reused, as the Soviets discovered in the 1940s. Due to a manufacturing fault in the production of their one-time pads, 35,000 pages where duplicated enabling the United States cryptanalyst Lt. Richard Hallock from Arlington Hall, Northern Virginia to decrypt Soviet “trade” communications.

Again, the pad must be available to the sender and recipient(s) and the secure distribution of the one-time pads coordinated. This is a huge disadvantage of a one-time pad system, the secret key is just as large as the message, so there is a key distribution problem.

"Because the key has to be as long as the message, it doesn't solve the security problem. One way to look at encryption is that it takes very long secrets – the message – and turns them into very short secrets: the key." - Bruce Schneier.

The advantage of a one-time pad, over a shorter keyword, is the provable security of the encryption method due to the unicity distance. Claude Shannon's 1949 paper "Communication Theory of Secrecy Systems" explains the concept of unicity distance, the relationship between key length and unconditional security, i.e. Security of cryptosystems when there is no bound placed on the amount of computation. As the key length approaches the message length, the unicity distance increases. The unicity distance defines the amount of cipher text required such that there is only one
reasonable plain text. The unicity distance for a one-time pad encryption system is infinite, therefore, for a one-time pad encryption system, the cipher text will resolve to all possible plain texts, therein lies the security.

“Given any cipher text, the probability that it matches any particular message is the same, and given any plain text, the probability that it matches any particular cipher text is the same.” - David Evans

One prerequisite of obtaining unconditional security is the randomness, or more correctly, the unpredictability, of the character strings in the one-time pads.

Key distribution options
The key distribution problem is mitigated in two ways:

1. By avoiding it with an asymmetric key or public key system, as the name suggests two keys are involved in this system and they are not symmetric. A public key is used to encrypt the message(s) and the private key is used to decrypt the message(s). Examples of this type of cryptographic system are RSA (Rivest, Shamir and Adleman), and ECC (Elliott Curve Cryptography). These systems are well proven and have not been publicly acknowledged as having been “broken”, due to the intractability of the mathematics involved in the algorithms; factoring large integers (RSA) and the discrete logarithm problem (ECC). The time required to “break” the encryption classically is very long, with the typical key lengths in use. Although there is no key distribution problem, from a security point of view, as the public key is distributed to public databases like a phone book. These systems are not as fast as the symmetric systems and are usually implemented for the distribution of one-off symmetric keys to be used in the main communications, as with the Diffie-Hellman system. As eluded to above a brute force attack can be mounted against the cipher text and the encryption is not provably secure its just, currently too hard to “break”.

2. By solving it, there is an irony in the fact that quantum computers may be the downfall of current cryptography but on the other hand, quantum mechanics offers the solution, in quantum cryptography, or more correctly, quantum key distribution (QKD). QKD has advantages over classical cryptography in the key distribution, enabling, an exchanged of, an unpredictable string of binary bits, and any eavesdropping to be detected. Only the non-interfered with bits of the binary sequence are used in a one-time pad which is, as eluded too earlier, provably secure.

Asymmetric cryptography:
Algorithms such as RSA and ECC use a two key system, one key for encryption (public) and another key for decryption (private). They can also be used in “reverse” for authentication – but I will not pursue this here. Asymmetric cryptography solves the problem of key distribution very nicely. It is a slower method of encryption than say tripleDES (Data Encryption Standard) and key lengths required offering similar strengths to symmetric systems are much longer. (Table 1)
Table 1. A comparison of key lengths offering similar resistance to brute force attacks.\textsuperscript{13}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symmetric Key Length</th>
<th>Public Key Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128bit</td>
<td>2304</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textbf{The threat}

Different algorithms offer different degrees of security, it comes down to the cost in time, and or, the cost in money quantum mechanics changes this, well may be just the time cost. In 1994, Peter Shor of AT&T Laboratories showed that efficient algorithms for prime factorization and discrete logarithms are possible on a quantum computer.\textsuperscript{12} The state of a quantum computer is a superposition of exponentially many basis states, each of which corresponds to a state of a classical computer. A quantum computer can perform in a reasonable time some tasks that would take ridiculously long on a classical computer. Shor's discovery propelled the then obscure subject of quantum computing into a dynamic and rapidly developing field, and stimulated scores of experiments and proposals aimed toward building of quantum computers.

Lov Grover of Bell Laboratories, Lucent Technologies, \textsuperscript{14} who in 1996 invented a quantum searching algorithm showed that to find one particular object “O” among a number of objects “N” requires checking $O(N)$ items classically but with Grover's algorithm, a quantum computer need only look up items $O(\sqrt{N})$ times. It can be used to radically speed up the brute force attack of DES (that is, trying all $2^{128}$ possibilities, of a 128 bit key. Although on average, only half of the possible keys will need tried). Similar attacks on RSA, ECC and other cryptographic systems utilising intractable mathematical problems are also possible. It looks like classical cryptography's intractable mathematics may be about to become tractable.

\textbf{The solution}

With respect to classical computing the basic unit of information is the binary bit and can exist as either 0 or 1, in quantum computing the basic unit of information is known as a quantum bit or qubit\textsuperscript{15} and can exist in both states at once, or in supposition. Further more the, Heisenberg uncertainty principle dictates that it is fundamentally impossible to know the exact values of complementary variables such as a particle's momentum and its position. So how does this achieve the distribution of an unpredictable key of the desired length (the message length, for a one time pad), and have the ability to detect an eavesdropper.

Stephen Wiesner\textsuperscript{16} came up with an idea in the 1960 that utilised the uncertainty of polarised light photons. He realized that photons could be polarised in a plane of a known angle, but that the angle of the polarisation plane could not be measured with certainty by an observer.
Consider this. Given a single photon in one of four possible polarisations:

![Photon polarisation values](image)

- $0^\circ$
- $90^\circ$
- $45^\circ$
- $135^\circ$

Is its polarisation able to be measured with certainty? Surprisingly, the answer is, No. The rectilinear basis,

and the diagonal basis,

are incompatible, so the Heisenberg uncertainty principle forbids us from simultaneously measuring both. Uncertainty allows a diagonally polarised photon to be detected by both the correct diagonal basis detection filter and the incorrect rectilinear basis detection filter, but the photon will not pass through a filter $90^\circ$ to the original polarisation (Table 2).

Let's run through it. Alice wants to send a secret message to Bob in the possible presence of an eavesdropper, Eve. First they need a protocol. Charles Bennett and Gilles Brassard proposed a quantum key distribution (QKD) scheme, known as BB84, in which, Alice sends Bob a sequence of photons, each independently prepared in one of four polarisations and assigned these binary values (Figure 4).

![Photon polarisation values](image)

For each photon, Bob randomly picks one of the two detection filters, rectilinear or diagonal, to perform a measurement (Figure 5).
How is Bob going to know what basis (filter) to use to detect the photons? He will not, but the Heisenberg uncertainty principle will allow detection of the polarised photons as (Table 2) below explains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alice's scheme</th>
<th>Alice's bit</th>
<th>Alice sends</th>
<th>Bob's detector</th>
<th>Correct detector?</th>
<th>Bob detects</th>
<th>Bob's bit</th>
<th>Is Bob's bit correct?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rectilinear</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagonal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Possibilities of polarised photon exchange.

He keeps the measurement outcome secret. Now Alice and Bob publicly compare their bases this could be done over a standard phone line, but Alice and Bob must share some authentication information to begin with; otherwise, Bob has no way to know that the person on the phone is really Alice, and not a clever mimic. They keep only the polarisation data for which they measured in the same basis. In the absence of errors and eavesdropping by Eve, these
data should agree. As seen in table 3 Bob will guess right with a probability of 50%, if Eve was also measuring (and not interfering with the quantum state) she would also detect right 50% of the time, but this would on average only match 50% of Bobs right detections, so Eve would actually only get a 25% sample of the key. It is even more elegant than that; the very act of Eve measuring will affect the quantum state of the photons and therefore, Bob’s results producing errors between Alice and Bob. 

Alice and Bob have now produced a stream of unpredictable bits known only to them (table 3).

| Alice sends: | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 0 | 0 |
| Bob’s detector: | + | x | x | + | x | x | + | + | + | x |
| Bob measures: | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 1 | 0 | 0 |
| Retained bits: | - | 0 | - | 0 | - | - | 1 | 0 | 0 |

Table 3. QKD bit exchange between Alice and Bob.

To decide if Eve has tampered with the quantum states, they now choose a random subset of the polarisation data, which they can publicly announce, and chose not use as part of the key, from there, they can compute the error rate (that is, the fraction of data for which their values disagree). If the error rate is unreasonably high — above, say, 10% — they throw away all the data (and perhaps try again later). If no signs of eavesdropping are found, they have a shared key that is guaranteed to be secret. The key generated by QKD can subsequently be used for both encryption and authentication, thus achieving two major goals in cryptography. The random string of binary shared between Alice and Bob can now be used to encrypt their secret message through an XOR (⊕) gate (0 ⊕ 0 = 0, 1 ⊕ 1 = 0, 0 ⊕ 1 = 1 and 1 ⊕ 0 = 1). eg.

Encryption mechanism

| Key: | 0 0 0 1 0 0 |
| XOR gate: | ⊕⊕⊕⊕⊕⊕ |
| Alice’s plain text: | 1 0 1 0 1 0 |
| Cipher text: | 1 0 1 1 1 0 |

Decryption mechanism

| Cipher text: | 1 0 1 1 1 0 |
| XOR gate: | ⊕⊕⊕⊕⊕⊕ |
| Key: | 0 0 0 1 0 0 |
| Bob’s plain text: | 1 0 1 0 1 0 |

Other QKD schemes have been proposed. For example, Artur Ekert of the University of Oxford suggested one based on quantum mechanically correlated (that is, entangled) photons, using Bell inequalities as a check of security. In 1992, Charles Bennett of IBM proposed another QKD scheme, called B92, that uses only two polarisation states (45° and 90°) not the four polarisation states (0°, 45°, 90° and 135°) of the BB84 protocol. If a bit is detected by Bob he must have chosen the correct detector and a comparison of basis over an open channel does not even need to be performed, although Alice needs to be informed of detection or no detection. The B92 protocol has
advantages in the eavesdropping detection but requirement of authentication of Alice and Bob is clearly necessary.

**Is it practical?**

Various groups around the world are currently undertaking the practicalities of a QKD scheme. Recently a world record was set of a quantum key exchange over 67 kilometres of Swisscom fibre optic telephone network by a research group in Switzerland, and Richard Hughes team from Los Alamos are achieving atmospheric quantum key exchanges of 30 kilometres. As of February 2002, you can now buy a Plug and Play QKD system from a Swiss company offering key exchange speeds of 4000Bit s⁻¹ over 10 kilometres. The technology is there now and is usable over reasonable distances, there will be limitations, and I will leave this open for a future researcher to explore.

**Conclusions**

Quantum computers are being developed but clearly, a lot of work lies ahead. Quantum algorithms will be capable of solving currently intractable mathematical problems exposing classical cryptography; QKD is here now and will be used by some organizations wanting unconditional security. QKD is useable and offers provable security, but it has not had the exposure of the global community attacking the system, and we, as security professionals are all taught security is a process not a product. So QKD may be provably secure but whether QKD is secure is yet to be proven.

**Additional research**

- Background interference and error correction.
- Limitations.
- Privacy amplification.
- Authentication of both; sender and receiver.
- Denial of service attacks on QKD.
- Eavesdropping.
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